Short query terms often result in irrelevant search results due to the lack of appropriate contexts to disambiguate real user intention and thus introduce search errors. Without high precision raw search results, post re-ranking modules may not really help since garbage input only results in garbage output. Automatic query formulation, which supplies appropriate left and right contexts to the query terms, is therefore an important pre-processing technique for acquiring highly relevant documents and submitting them for post re-ranking.
Motivation

Search Errors with Back-End Ranking
Search engine is an important tool for finding answers to various questions from relevant documents. Since the huge web is also regarded as an important Web Corpus for developing academically interested language models, it is also now an important web navigating tool for searching linguistic patterns from the web. However, without high precision search results, the potential of all such applications will be limited.
Search engines had been improved significantly for the past tens of years by providing better frontend interfaces and back-end re-ranking models. From primitive AND-OR Boolean query operators to swers (i.e., ' Oc t o b e r 2 8 , 1 9 5 5 ' and ' S e a t t l e , Wa s h i n g t o n ' ) in the wide variety of sentences that contain the answers, since there is no explicit links between the surface forms of the query terms and sentences containing the answers. Users simply cannot post higher level search options, like " birthday: Bill Gates"and " height: Eiffel T o we r " , to indicate their intentions to most search engines and rely on the search engine to automatically formulate appropriate query strings regardless of how the answers may be expressed in relevant documents.
As a result, the most preferred result is not always ranked at the first place. And, normally a huge number of noisy search results will also be returned even for a very simple and well-defined question (such as most factoid questions) with very clear answer. Sometimes the preferred answer may be returned in the first document, but the answer might be located very far away from the query terms. All these unsatisfactory results impose heavy load to the users and the users have to filter out a significant portion of the search results by hands.
Post re-ranking modules may not really help since garbage input only results in garbage output if the most relevant documents do not even have the chance to be submitted to the re-ranking modules. Therefore, being able to rank the most preferred document at the first few places in the search results is very important, with or without post re-ranking or clustering. Automatic query augmentation, at least for those queries with clear user intentions, is therefore an important pre-processing technique for acquiring highly relevant documents from a search engine and submitting them for post re-ranking, if necessary.
Solutions with Front-End Query Formulation
The fundamental problem is that the underlying indexing mechanism of current search engines only provides a pattern matching mechanism between the query terms and the document containing the query terms, but not the direct matching mechanism between the query terms and the yet unknown answers. Users actually get the unknown answers (' Oct. 28, 1955' ) by matching against the entity term (' Bill Gates' ) and the possible contexts (' birthday' , ' of' , ' the' ) of the answers, but the lexical and syntactic patterns of the contexts may have many possible forms, which cannot be easily guessed. The problem gets worse if the query terms are highly ambiguous or a large number of terms are synonymous to the query terms. In this case, more discriminative contexts may be needed to disambiguate the real user intention and the sentences containing such terms. That' s why the search engines often return a huge number of documents that contains the query terms but contains no answer at all, and the best match, if indirectly found, may not be ranked at the first place. Under such a fundamental limitation of the current search engines, formulating appropriate query terms that might possibly match the answers in the documents is therefore an important technique to improve the search precision of the search result, hopefully ranking the document with the most appropriate answer at the first place.
Unfortunately, in many prior works, even though the user intention might be detected, the user intention was simply used at the back-end to filter out, re-rank, re-cluster or re-classify a large collection of documents; most such post processing modules do not have control over the quality of the raw search results. Some of the raw search results might be highly noisy. If this is the case, garbage raw search results might only produce garbage re-ranked output even with known user intention and the state-of-the-art re-ranking modules.
Observing this, we should use the user intention as early as possible and pay more attention at the front-end query formulation stage to get a collection of high precision raw search results and avoid submitting garbage to post processing modules.
Query Augmentation
The ability to return high precision raw search results at the front-end is therefore an important factor for the re-ranking modules to fully demonstrate their potential. Such ability is obviously related to the capability to match the query terms against those unknown answers in the documents with the help of known user intention.
To resolve such an answer-searching and matching problem, one can try to learn the possible lexical and syntactic patterns of the sentences containing desired answers associated with the query terms and intention. The syntactic patterns for the answering sentences are then used to match the documents, instead of using some explicit and unformulated query terms.
For instance, to find the birthday of Bill Gates, we may augme n t t h e k e y t e r m " B i l l Ga t e s " wi t h i t s c o n t e x t " wa s b o r n o n " , wh i c h i s l i k e l y t o a p p e a r n e a r t h e a n s we r , a n d submit the single augmented query token " Bill Gates was born on"to the search engine, i n s t e a d o f s u b mi t t i n g " B i l l Ga t e s " p l u s " b i r t h d a y " b y h e u r i s tics. The documents matching this augmented query pattern will then likely to include the correct answer " (Bill Gates was born on) October 28, 1955 " . The augmentation pattern " was born on" for the explicit and required query term " Bill Gates" plays the role to restrict the search space to the particular user goal of " birthday" . Unlike other query expansion methods, which may introduce a larger and expanded search space while expanding the query term and thus may introduce excessive search errors, we are actually shrinking the search space by using more precise lexical and syntactical patterns to match the answers, and not query-expanding them.
Such an augmented query pattern, inspired by a sentence pattern that contains the answer near the augmented query term, will be more effective in matching the answer than using heuristically selected query terms like " Bill Gates"AND " birthday" , which may be far away in the matched documents, and thus unrelated to the answer. A natural language query like ' When is the birthday of Bill Gates?' suffers from the same inefficiency in matching sentences containing the answer.
The reason why augmented query terms match better is that sentences answering the birthday of a person normally take the syntactic pattern of " $person was born on $date"instead of " The birthday of $person is $date."The latter syntactic form will sometimes be found, but only when $person is a really important person such that we have some documents that introduce this important person in such a straight and formal way. Also, there is rarely a chance to have a sentence like ' When is the birthday of Bill Gates? It is October 28, 1955 .' in any relevant documents. Therefore, there is also little chance that the question sentence will match the answer directly. Likewise, if the user goal is the " birthplace" of Bill Gates, the augmented query pattern " Bill Gates was born in" is likely to return the correct answer " S e a t t l e , Wa s h i n g t o n "in the first place of the search results. Note that the most effect and discriminative query terms for these two highly related queries might differ in the prepositions ' on'and ' in' , not in ' birthday'or ' birthplace' . This might suggest that intuitive query formulation does not always be the most effect. A systematic approach is required to learn the augmentation patterns to make the search really effective.
If we can formulate appropriate augmented query terms, with the help of known user intention, and the augmented query terms effetely match part of the potential answering sentences, then the most preferred documents containing the answer to the query is likely to be ranked at the first few places in the search results. In the best case, the answering documents will hopefully be ranked at the first place, even without the necessity of other re-ranking modules at the back end of the search engine. We therefore propose, in this paper, a simple and effective model for acquiring the augmentation patterns that can match the answering sentences for some query terms with known user intention. The goal is to acquire accurate search results that return the most preferred documents and answers in the first few places by augmenting user queries with appropriate augmentation patterns.
With such a query augmentation model, it will be possible to provide search engines with advanced search options like " birthday: Bill Gates"and " height: Eiffel Tower" , corresponding to the natural language query ' when is the birthday of Bill Gates' and ' how high is the Eiffel Tower' , for many frequently asked and well-defined questions whose answers can be found within the same sentence as the augmented query terms.
Note that, in this setting, we don' t really need the search engine to judge the user intention from a short query, which is known to be very hard even with the current state-of-the-art works. Instead, the list of frequently asked attributes (such as ' birthday' and ' height' ) about entities is simply provided for user selection by the search engine. The search engine simply augments the short query with appropriate contextual patterns learned for the selected attribute. If the learning and augmentation methods, such as that proposed in the current work and others, prove to be effective, it will be worth the cost to build the augmentation patterns inside the search engine from the mass number of queryanswer logs by classifying them by their attributes, either automatically or semi-automatically. This might be more realistic than using immature identification techniques for user intentions at the current stage of the art.
The same technique might also be applicable to natural language applications which require linguistics patterns in the Web Corpus that satisfy some known attribute.
In the following sections, a model for systematic and effective training of query augmentation patterns is proposed to maximize the top-1 searching criteria. Experiments results are then shown to demonstrate how such augmentation improves the searching performance in comparison with unaugmented queries.
Learning Augmentation Patterns
Well-Defined Questions
It is not always easy to learn augmentation patterns for all types of general questions. However, many well-defined questions can be answered by augmenting key query terms with their contexts and submitting them to a search engine. To make the search more effective, we further impose the requirement that the answer must appear in the same sentence as the key query terms.
By well-defined questions (WDQ' s), we mean questions that can be answered (almost) unambiguously with a few words. For instance, the birthday, birthplace, height, weight of a person, the time for some important events, the author of a book, the capital of a nation, the principal of a university, the constellation of a movie star, and so on, are questions of this category. These kinds of problems are found everywhere, covering all well-known question types of " wh a t " , " wh e n " , " wh e r e " , " wh o " , " wh i c h " , and " h o w"questions. 
Generating and Ranking Augmented Query Patterns
Given a set of query-answer pairs, the best augmentation patterns, which combine the key query term and its contexts, and which directly maximize the top-1 accuracy rate, can be learned easily with the following algorithm:
1. Submit the query-answer pairs to a search engine. Take the returned snippets and titles into account to extract the augmentation patterns. This step tells us how the answering sentences are expressed in the real world documents. 2. Extract the left token, middle tokens and right token separated by the query-answer pairs in the returned snippets. In general, we will have 5 parts, " ($left) ($query|$answer) ($middle) ($answer|$query) ($right)" , in a returned snippet near the query-answer pair. The tokens can be identified by a tokenizer or a word segmentation module. Currently, only one left token and one right token are considered in the augmented query patterns. 3. Generate the augmented query patterns by removing the $left or $middle or $right parts of the above 5 parts. In other words, an augmented query pattern is a subsequence of the above 5 parts, excluding the $answer. This step thus generates 8 different augmented query patterns for each returned snippet. Each such pattern represents a possible way to match the possible syntactic form of some answering sentences. 4. Remove augmented patterns that occur less often than a reasonable threshold to ignore rare syntactic patterns. In the current work, we use a cut-off value of 5 times. 5. Re-submit the query-answer pairs with the 8 different types of augmented left, middle, or right contexts. Identify the rank of the first snippet whose query-answer pair is in the same sentence. Note that adjacent tokens are doubly-quoted when submitted to the search engine so the engine only returns snippets whose query and answer terms are close to each other or even in the same sentence. 6. Rank the augmentation patterns by their searching performance for all the query-answer pairs.
We virtually used the Top-1 performance as the ranking criteria in this work.
Theoretically, we can use the top-1 performance to select the best augmented patterns. However, the search engine may not be able to return the best documents in the first place in the training phase due to its own imperfect ranking criteria for the some query-answer pairs. Therefore, we use 10*Top-1 + 1 * Top-10 as the ranking score for extracting the best augmentation patterns. Since Top-1 accuracy is weighted much higher, the auxiliary criteria for Top-10 performance will not seriously affect the major Top-1 criteria in learning; it simply backs off to other high rank results when Top-1 result is not available. The above training process is similar to (Ravichandran and Hovy 2002 ). It' s not absolutely new, but it is proved to be the most effective for some TREC tasks. However, the major criterion used by (Ravichandran and Hovy 2002 ) is the percentage of times a contextual pattern is used to get the correct answer for a query; it does not care whether the correct answer is given at the first place or at the 100 th place. The proposed method here avoided this by directly using the top-1 performance as the major criterion, and thus is likely to acquire augmentation patterns, that would get the best answer at the first place most of the time.
With this simple training algorithm, we can virtually train the augmented patterns to directly maximize the Top-1 searching performance, instead of other criteria that are not directly related to the IR performance in other methods (Voorhees 2001 
Experiments
Data Sources
To evaluate the proposed augmentation mechanism, we shall show some experiments on a set of 122 query-answer pairs in details, where the key query terms are names of artists (including singers, movie starts, and so on) and the intended answers are the horoscopes or constellations (星座) of the artists. These pairs are divided into training and test sets for learning augmentation patterns and evaluating the performance, respectively. A few examples of the pairs are given in Table A -2 in the Appendix. Other training pairs had also been used in a series of experiments, including authors of books, capitals of countries, principals of universities, directors of movies and singers of albums. We will show the results of these WDQ' s later to demonstrate the effectiveness and interesting observations across different domains. Other than such cross-domain behavior, they have similar results and conclusions as the constellation problem.
Baseline Models
The evaluation is compared with two baselines, each simulating one of the most intuitive query forms for general users with simplest query formulation. The first baseline model (baseline-1, or B1) is called " single-term query" , and the second baseline (baseline-2, or B2) is called " two-term query" .
The single-term query simply submit the key entity term (in the current case, an artist' s name) to the search engine (Google) and see if the search engine returns the constellation of the artist in the first document with the answer in the same sentence as the key query term. This baseline model can simulate the case where user intention is completely unknown.
The two-term query submits both the key entity query term (i.e., artist' s name) and the representative attribute word (i.e., " 星座"" c o n s t e l l a t i o n " ) that represents the answer to be found. Before these two terms are submitted, they are virtually ANDed (in a loose way). This baseline simulates the general case where the user intention is known and an attribute word for the key term is used but only the simplest method (AND operation) is used to formulate the query.
The augmented query, on the other hand, augments the key entity term with the most discriminative lexical form of the attribute as well as other discriminative contexts in an appropriate syntactic form.
Comparison with Augmented Queries
The comparison of the augmented queries with the baselines is demonstrated in Figure 1 and Table  1 , in terms of various performance criteria. The above table demonstrates the results for baseline-1 (B-1), baseline-2 (B-2) and augmented query using the Best-5 augmented query strings for the test set (Open) and training set (Close), respectively. The performance is evaluated in terms of the Top-1 accuracy rate, Top-10 including rate, average reciprocal rank (ARR) and average rank (AR). The percentage of queries whose correct answers can be found outside the 10 th place is also listed as ' Top-10+' for reference. Without any mechanism for forming good query strings, the first correct answer is rarely found in the first returned document. Submitting only the key query term never gets the right answer in the first document or in the first 10 documents. If the key query term is ANDed with a typical attribute word to restrict the search space, a better result may be possible. But the 4% Top-1 performance and the 21% Top-10 performance is still not impressive.
The situation is changed drastically when the key query term is augmented with its contextual patterns; the Top-1 performance is boosted significantly from 4% to 31% and the Top-10 performance is increased from 21% to 54%. On average, the answer can be found in the first 9.7 documents returned by the search engine. Note that the baselines are conducted with all query-answer pairs. Therefore, if we compare them with the combination of the training (close) and test (open) data, the difference will be even larger.
The improvement can be attributed to several factors. First of all, the best augmentation patterns will restrict the search space with different attribute words that are related the answer we are searching for. For instance, the augmented patterns may include not only ' birthday'but also synonymous variants forms like ' birth' or ' born' , whichever is most effective, when the user is interested in the birthday of Bill Gates. Secondly, the augmented patterns will partially matches the most frequently used syntactic patterns (or an n-gram grammar) that could be used to write an answering sentence. For instance, to express the birthday of Bill Gates, a variety of sentence patterns can be used, and such patterns will be learned by the query augmentation mechanism. Therefore, the query augmentation mechanism provides a way to write the query with right attribute words and right syntax such that the document containing right answer can be matched at the surface level without resorting to a complicate re-ranking model at the back-end of the search engine.
Sensitivity to Training Data Size
It may be a problem if a large number of question-answer pairs are required to effectively learn the augmentation patterns. Fortunately, the words and the syntax which are used frequently to describe an attribute of an entity are not as wild as one may expect.
To investigate the sensitivity of the query augmentation mechanism to data sizes, we used different training data sizes (derived from the 122 pairs) to learn the augmentation patterns. We then estimate their training set performances, in terms of the Top-1, Top-10 and Top-10+ criteria, with the number of the best augmentation patterns as the only independent variable.
It is observed that the performance curves converge quickly when the best 5 or best 10 patterns are used to augment the key query terms. To avoid over fitting, using the best 5 patterns seems to be a good balance. By inspecting the Best-5 query augmentation patterns, as listed in Table 2 , one can see that the 4 subsets of training data, which use 20%, 30%, 60% and 90% of the whole data set respectively, actually have the same best-5 augmentation patterns. The 5 best patterns are simply ranked differently with different training sizes.
RankQAug of 20% DataAug TypeQAug of 30% DataAug Type
1
"座的 Query" AMQ "座的 Query" AMQ In the above table, the variable " Query"in the query augmentation (QAug) patterns refers to the key query term, which is a person name in the current experiments. The augmentation type (AugType) is encoded with the 5 letters, Q/Query, A/Answer, L/Left, R/Right, M/Middle, according to the constituents of an augmented query pattern. For instance, AMQ indicates that the answer (A) can be found from the left hand side of the augmented query string " MQ" .
RankQAug of 60% DataAug TypeQAug of 90% DataAug Type
It can also be found in the above table that the best augmentation pattern (i.e., " 座的 Query"in Rank-1) is consistently the best pattern among all training data sizes. This further enforces the conclusion that the syntactic patterns and attribute words associated with an answer are not necessarily too wild. Therefore, training the augmented patterns can be data-efficient.
The tables also suggest that, if one is interested in the constellation of the famous movie director named " 李安" (Ang Lee), then she/he can simply submit the augmented query string " 座的李安"as a single token to the Google search engine. It is then likely to get the answer " 天秤座"" L i b r a "in the first returned document immediately to the left of the augmented query term " 座的李安" . This augmented query string is simply the concatenation of the suffix ' 座' of a constellation name and the Chinese possessive marker ' 的' ' de' plus the key query term. Although the augmented query string is not a normal word or compound, it turns out to be the most effective ' term' in finding the constellation of a person exactly from the first document returned by the search engine.
Cross-Domain Experiments
In addition to the constellation problem, 5 additional sets of Q-A training pairs had also been used in a series of experiments, including authors (作者) of books, capitals (首都) of countries, principals (校 長) of universities, directors (導演) of films and singers (演唱者, 歌手) of albums. The results of these WDQ' s are compared here to show the effectiveness of the augmentation techniques and some interesting observations across different domains. "歌曲 Query" LQA 5 "引""Query" LAQ Table 9 . Best Augmentation Patterns for the Singers of Albums.
Well-Define
These tables show that we will effectively know that the author of 《哭泣的駱駝》 is " 三毛" b y p o s t i n g a q u e r y l i k e " 哭泣的駱駝作者" , i n s t e a d o f " 請問哭泣的駱駝是誰寫的？"In asking for the capital of a country, such as 愛爾蘭共和國 ( t h e I r i s h ) , we c a n p o s t " 愛爾蘭共和國首都"(" Irish capital" ) or add prepositions like " 位於" (" at" ), " 在" (" in" ) , " 從" (" from" ), or some verb like " 抵達" (" arrive at" ) before the country name " the Irish"and the keyword " capital"to find its capital immediately to the right of the augmented query string in the first few search results. For querying the principal of a university, we can also improve the search accuracy by pre-pending some prepositions to the name of the university and the keyword " principal" , formatting a query like " 由國立清華大學校長" . On the other hand, Chinese query strings like " 導的斷背山"(" directed by, Brokeback Mountain" ) and " 七里香試聽下載"(" Common jasmin orange, download for listening" ) are likely to find you, respectively, the director of the " Brokeback Mountain" , 李安 Ang Lee, and the major singer, 周杰倫 Jay Chou, for the album entitled " 七里香" in the top few search results.
To see the effects of corpus size on the search performance across different question types, we further select two training sizes, which are about 40 pairs and 100 pairs, respectively for each question types and compare their Top-1 performance. Table 10 demonstrates the different performances and pattern sizes among the 6 question types. The ' #Data' column indicates the number of training question-answer pairs; for each question type, a smaller training set (of about 40 pairs) and a larger training set (of about 100 pairs) are used. The #Permutation indicates the number of possible augmented query strings segmented from the left and/or right contexts of the main query keyword and its answer. Since this is quite a large number, two thresholds are applied to reduce the number of such augmented query strings. Threshold-1 simply truncates augmented query strings that occur less than 5 times. Threshold-2 further truncates augmented query strings that do not contribute to the Top-10 performance significantly. With these two truncated sets of augmented query strings, the best searching performance actually converges at the first few most effective syntactic patterns. The number of patterns with which the searching performance no longer increases significantly is indicated in the ' Converge' column. And, the Top-1 performance with these limited number of augmentation patterns is shown in the ' T1%' column.
From this table, it is clear that the constellation problem is actually harder than all the others questions but it has simpler query forms. Most of the question types can be answered effectively using only tens of augmented query strings. Some question types, such as the singer problem, can actually be searched very effectively by applying the query augmentation techniques proposed in this paper. And, the number of training pairs is normally small. Therefore, it is possible to build, for many interesting questions, the augmented query string patterns with very little costs. 
WDQ
Concluding Remarks
Inappropriate query strings in the front end of the search engine will pass garbage inputs to its back end, which is responsible for re-ranking the raw search results of the internal indexing module. The result is often unsatisfactory. An automatic query augmentation model and its training method are proposed in this paper in the hope that the augmented query string can directly drive the search engine to return the expected answer in the first returned document and in the same sentence as the key query term without the need for a post-ranking model. In other words, we are seeking for an automatic query formulation mechanism that is trained to maximize the Top-1 accuracy, instead of other criteria. The result is impressive, and the " garbage-in garbage-out" situation for post-ranking is greatly reduced. It is observed that 31% of the augmented queries achieve this goal; and, 54% of them extract the expected answers from the first 10 returned documents and in the same sentence where the key term appears. In contrast, using the key terms only never get the expected answers in the best 10 documents. Even with the attribute words ANDed with the key terms, only 4% and 21% of the queries get their answer in the Top-1 and Top-10 document lists, respectively. Such an augmentation mechanism is therefore effective in the retrieval of answers for simple attributes of many entities.
Furthermore, it is observed that only about 5 best augmented query patterns will be sufficient to reach the best performance. The reason is that more training data will have little effects on the first few best augmentation patterns; they simply have different ranks in the top-5 list. Hence, this augmentation mechanism can be trained with a small training set.
